Diamond provenance is a scientific problem with societal implications. Diamonds have played a significant role in human history as one of the major gemstones, in industrial applications, and as a method to convey great value in a small package. Recently, diamonds have been used as conflict minerals, used to finance illicit activity of rebel armies. The ability to accurately and quickly determine the country or mine of origin could eliminate conflict diamonds from the market, reduce terrorist funding, and save lives.
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Techniques that have been applied to this problem include sample morphology, N concentration and aggregation state, and trace element concentrations. These techniques have not been able to determine provenance at a high level of accuracy [1] . Crystal morphology and N aggregation signatures are not unique to deposits. Trace elements in diamond reside in fluid or mineral inclusions; only 1% of diamonds contain inclusions [2], making trace element geochemistry an unreliable signal. The Kimberly Process, developed as an alternative to the scientific determination of provenance, certifies uncut diamonds by requiring them to be in tamper-resistant packaging with a Kimberly Process Certificate authorized by the country of origin. Several aspects of the Kimberly Process have been criticized, including the inability to certify cut stones and lack of monitoring by independent observers [3] .
This study uses Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) analysis to accurately determine diamond provenance (overall 98.3% accuracy). LIBS is an optical emission microanalysis technique in which laser ablation causes atoms to burn in a high-temperature plasma. Photons are emitted as the plasma cools and excited electrons relax. The spectrum of light (200-1000 nm) is collected by fiber optic, diffracted, and recorded on a CCD. LIBS spectra contain information on all elements in the periodic table, some isotopic ratios, and the electronic structure of the atoms in the material [4] [5] [6] .
Bayesian statistics were applied to 2,310 spectra from 300 diamonds in this study (Table 1) ; spectra are presented in Figures 1 and 2 . Thirty diamonds from each of eight natural locations were used, as were thirty diamonds from each of two manufacturers of synthetic diamonds. Each spectrum was compared to the mean spectrum of each group employing a Bayesian model based on the Euclidian distance between spectra. The probability of the spectrum belonging to each of the ten groups is calculated, and the spectrum is assigned to the group that has the highest probability. Table 1 lists the true positives, false positives, false negatives, and true negatives for each group. The success rate is the percent of the total number of spectra (2,310) comprised by the sum of the true positives and the true negatives. This study has high success rates (94.2%-100%). The key result of this study is that the molecular emission bands from C-C and C-N molecules control the multivariate statistical analysis rather than elemental lines. These bands are the broad humps between 380 and 500 nm (Fig. 1) [7] . One of the C-N emission bands, 380-390 nm, is shown in Fig. 2 [5] . The two diamond locations with no C-N emission band (Mir and Diavik) also lack N peaks (not shown). Serrano et al. [5] propose that small changes in C-C and C-N emission bands are related to changes in the bonding structure of the atoms prior to ablation. Thus, this approach to determination of provenance is based on the diamond's carbon and nitrogen framework and has potential for accurately and rapidly determining provenance. 
